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All I'Ll Be For You
 
I just want to ride on you, maybe fly with you,
Than smile with you, than get high with you,
So what you want to do?
I can do anything that you want me to
Maybe fall on you.
Girl I’m down for you, hope you down for me.
If you cry me a river, than I’ll weep a sea,
Like the oceans deep, be the breath you breathe
Maybe kill for you, just to see you live
 
Then you flying with me, where the eagles be
No need for commitment, we can all be free
If you need that thug, it be all I be
If you need that hug, it be all you feel
If you need that star, I be all you see
If I need that queen would it be all you are?
Girl I’m hooked on you, you my potent drug
Anything that you need, I am showing with love!
 
Jody Britoe
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Almost To Be
 
Things would be different if you gave me a chance
Every time when i passed, towards your way my lonely eyes glanced
Time, after, time, I told you it's basic
I liked you to the limit, where it all felt mystic
 
Seeing you, hurts more than seeing you never
I slipped through your fingers, now I’m gone forever
 
There was this thing about you I liked...
 
The way that you shined and the glow in your eyes
Your wonderful body and the way that you smiled
The touch of your skin still stained on my body
It ended so sudden, what a short love story
 
I’m letting you go! But I want you to know
I was down for you girl, in all that I’ve shown
My wishes, my dreams for you are happiness
If you find none, my friendship is endless
 
I’m letting you go, till our next love story
Let fate bind our hearts, if meant to be
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And
 
And
I got a girl named cheyenne
And she makes me feel,
Like i got the world in my hands
And
I kno' this part of God's plan
Man
We hotter than sex be
I swear she gets me shaking
Thats in every knee
I Had to make her meet my family
And
They loved her They agree
That she is everyting, beyond perfect for me
And
I could go on forever
One thing I kno'
Is that i love her hair color
And
I hope my tongue dont slip,
But I am so into kissing every lip,
And
There's none better,
She's so hot
I feel her heat in the coldest weather
Its destiny that we together
And
For nw we are miles apart
But soon we'll never part
Never thought I'd say this
But I think that this girl has got my heart
And
I hope and pray that this one never ends!
And
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Can We Give It A Try?
 
Oh my, I can't believe my eyes,
I still can't... You got me pinching myself twice,
This one of those dreams that I'm not tryna fight,
I got many foes but u balance out life
And everytime your mouth let's a word out,
I could swear that the heavens even open up
 
Baby you blessed,
The way your body swerves with your every step,
My pair of hands, they were made for your curves,
None can match that
And baby they wrong
They say love is blind,
But love saw me, when I gazed in your eyes
 
Nothing wrong if we try...
 
We could get high from that marijuana tree,
Have silly talks until we doze off to sleep
Darling I admit you keep a man on his feet
I think its evident that you perfect for me
 
You got that mad love for me...
And still I believe you Mrs. Britoe to be
I'm your everlasting
Your lover and homey
And if you agree...
Then we a definate must be
 
Let's give it a try
 
And I swear...
 
To attend to your eyes when u cry,
I can't help but to smile when you smile
And since we own time,
I think we share the same smile
 
All I'm saying we should give us a try
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I'm your match, do you understand why?
Its that spark in your eyes that gets me by
And that's love I'ma give till the day we divide
 
Can we start by trying?
 
Jody Britoe
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Can You Get Away?
 
Honey I could lead you the way to my bedroom
Can u get away where its just us 2?
I kind of been feeling there's things we should do
like make mad love while we live the night through
 
Have you heard?
There's a special place where only lovers go
Can we find it together though?
I'm not phased if that journey long
Its more the end that I'm focused on
 
Can you get away from your man?
If he treating you bad, well the right way
I can I kno' the breakups made me a better man, now I'm shaped up
it really didn't hurt much While they played with your heart
my hands are to heal, now your hearts been touched
 
I feel u and I are meant to help one another, Forget about the past
plan our future together Baby we should be walking in the same pathway
I found my way to your heart, All I need to know to my heart can you find your
own way? Tell me, can you get away?
 
Jody Britoe
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Chemistry! ! !
 
Follow my eyes, they undressing you naked
Looking like a model but I aint gone' mention it
Picture me chopping up lines, sniffing crack, from your back
I know you hate drugs but I’m hard like that!
 
We got chemistry, girl.
 
For a second, was thinking about kissing your lips
Making passionate love while grabbing your hips
If you hurt baby girl, I can ease your pain
 
 
We got chemistry
 
The anxiety within, before we do our do
The glow in your eyes, when I say I’m through
Lick you down to the bottom till your toes curl back
Let the clothes on the floor, leave your hair in a mess
 
We got chemistry
 
It so hot when we down making sweet love
Chemistry on a regular, I can’t get enough
That insulin dose, I wanna be to your body
Late nights, heavy moans, tell everybody,
Jody do it so good, he like nobody
He my own drug store, I don’t need nobody
 
Jody Britoe
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Close To Heaven
 
When she looks, I stare in amazement,
And my eyes roll back, I see changes.
She's flawless, a blessing like the angels,
Her huggy bear, the one that she cuddles,
I never feel alone,
Home is where the heart is,
So her heart is my home.
She eases my pain; she has to be my remedy,
I even go insane; her voice is sort of like a melody
And when all sees wrong, she sees the best of me
 
Her smile is like the ocean I could drown in her soul
And every time she holds me I feel like I’m home,
My shelter, my all, she is to my soul
I often sit down and thank god for your role...
 
My heavens found in you angel
You are so attractive,
One gaze in your eyes
And I feel closer to heaven
 
 
You make me feel like I’m beyond the skies limit
Your angel, your sentinel, I’m with you every minute
Like your shadow,
I want you to be the one that I always follow
 
And heaven is where we ought to be
You and me eternity
Our passion is infinity
Cause every time you near me
I feel closer to heaven
That’s where we ought to be
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Faraday
 
Its a struggle as I walk through
Its heartache seeing a boy with no shoes,
I kno' he feels his of no use
I still wonder, was it his choice to choose?
 
I shed a tear for my rasta brother
His fixing shoes jus to ease his hunger,
His so full of life...
Yet... others claim so much wrong in puffing 'Dagga'
For me? That's medication if u suffer
 
Alleys packed!
Every black trying to make his decent stack
I see the pain penetrating through their blooded eyes
To keep warm?
There's fire burning that's for winter time.
 
Packets full of rubble carried by some young boy
To get some glue, to make it thru... That gives him joy
I think thats a way to lose his apetite,
Its heart throbing,
Knowing...
I go home, eat with fork and knife.
 
Everydays a different pain, as I find my way
It makes me wonder...
Does the president see it in the same way?
'Cause many in that one block tend to suffer
If we expand, picture many others.
 
Through the grey clouded smoke,
I hope and pray for a better day,
Although...
It seems far if u in Faraday.
 
Jody Britoe
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For My New Girlfriend
 
Its a wonder how u came along,
But your smile is something I can ponder on...
Got u in thought, from dusk till dawn.
When u not around, its your presence I mourn
And I'm speechless...
In you?
I developed a sort of weakness.
I hope u feel this...
I can't resist this
Hope I'm not been persistant...
But I'll treat you like a queen...cause u princess...Yes!
You the cause of my acts,
I mean...when our bodys counteract,
I feel as though we blessed.
Girl you should have no doubts,
You can count on me, until that final count.
Until that final round,
Dont give up on our love.
Separated I can fall but with you I find it tough.
Cause there's meanin when we touch,
There's a feeling i write, that means, 'I love you this much.'
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Honey
 
Honey your name gives my tongue some click,
Out of all in the world it's you that I'd pick.
Your walk, your smile, your hugs, your laugh,
Your hair, your body is more than enough.
 
Am I worthy of all that I say so right?
Can I go on? If you allow me I might!
 
So splendid, your beauty is so undefined,
If you following me, then love we will find.
If mountains you climbing, I’m climbing it with you
If oceans you swimming, I’m doing that too
 
NEVER fear, my hand is your weapon,
For you I’m taking bullets like I’m your protection.
When you need love making, I’m your satisfaction,
When moments are breath taking, it’s for you that I’m breathing!
Call it love! Call it lust! But it’s so addictive when picturing us,
come overdose baby, I’m an ecstasy pill,
If it's not what you want, than back down I will
 
By J.W Britoe
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I See Different
 
My sky is green and it has no limits	
My world is concealed and I revolve around it
And I feel no boundaries; I can overcome it
And there is no answer to all these questions
So why play smart if you can’t even counter it
 
No promises made, because tomorrows not promised
And if you think I’m foolish, than you are the righteous
But God’s rule is final, I escape your judgment
And in Him I feel no denial, because I’m blessed in abundance
 
Trying hard not to falter, my life I’m trying to alter
Hope it can differ from my past endeavor
 
And my world is different, cause even though you break me
I pull myself together because I know that I can make it
 
And I’m stuck in this world of pain and jealousy
Because brothers nowadays, they don’t show you no empathy
 
I’m trying hard not to fall on my mistakes
And if this I can conquer,
I’m sure my life would be great
 
I see different.
 
Jody Britoe
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I Want To Be The First
 
The one that you contact
When you lonely
Let’s connect!
 
All the time on my mind
Am I the first on your mind?
Can you find a little time
To show me how a diamond shines
 
I want to be the first,
Call me to quench your thirst
I hydrate your soul
Baby you could be my all
 
I want to be the first...
 
The one that you speak about
Your girls have to know about.
The one you can't live without
That is what loves about...
There should be no option out
 
I want to be...
The first when there's no last
The first man that lasts
Call on me love,
I’ll be there in a flash
For you I give the world,
There’ll be no questions asked
 
Jody Britoe
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I Wish...
 
I wish I had a ship,
to take me on a trip.
The water will be blue,
just for me and you.
 
we will see a fish
and I will make a wish...
 
a wish so true, sail the sea, so blue
now let's take that trip on our ship,
the only thing will be just you and I
sailing the sea,
I wish...
 
Jody Britoe
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I Wonder...
 
Sometimes I feel discouraged
I feel left alone, so I cry
I can't manage
But I hope I don't die
 
I wonder
 
If life gets better
If after the rain a brother will see clearer
Still seeking restitution
Because nothing been done
Is seen as substantial
 
I wonder
 
If the world understands me
 
i wonder,
Why isn't every woman like mother?
So understanding
 
I wonder
 
If happiness is a reality
All this time been seeking
But still not happy
Should I stop believing?
 
Will I make it to heaven?
All I want is to be a God's angel
But I do so wrong
Can my sins be forgiven?
 
Jody Britoe
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If Only You Stayed
 
I swear I had visions of change
Constantly all the time
You on my brain
I try to keep sane
But time and time
It stays the same
Now that you gone
I feel left alone
Things could have changed
If only you stayed...
 
Jody Britoe
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I'M In Love
 
I feel...
I’m living the life of a king.
I mean...
I deserve none other title,
For you is my queen
 
I feel
I’m in a movie... starring you.
I mean...
I’m experiencing life
In a different view
 
I feel...
I'm all set to die,
I...
Wish I could fly
It's your love
That gets me high
 
I'm in love...
The melody of your voice
Plays that perfect love song
I made the right choice
I don't see how I can be wrong
 
I stare...
Many times at my reflection
Before its time for our meeting
Want to give you the best impression
For your criteria I should always be meeting
 
Now that's crazy
And so am I for you
I mean… it’s great that you my lady
For you there's nothing I won't do
 
I asked God for a companion
I think… in your eyes it’s revealing.
I mean...
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I followed the stars,
I got directed to your heart
And...
I wish we never part,
 
I'm just a boy that's in love.
 
Jody Britoe
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In Case I Don'T Make It
 
Spare a tear...don't break down dear,
For God is with me, have no fear.
 
Incase I don't make it...
 
I loved mother over everybody,
Don't forget to include my daddy.
 
My girl and I, that's a love story.
More praise to the All Mighty
When times up, I won't fight it
Although I'm praying jus' to make it,
This just in case I don't make it...
 
It's one love for my 3 brothers
one last puff for my fellow rasta's
And thank God for the cops who didn't bust us,
Its only Love in between our distance,
 
No cry!
The life I lived...
let it be noted in remembrance,
And baby...
You touched my heart,
I'm taking with your hand print
And momma
The stress I caused,
Wish I could take it with too,
But in Heaven, I'll save you a stool...
 
Shed no tear, your heart...I'm dwelling in it
To those fortunate, in case I don't make it...
 
Jody Britoe
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It Can Only Be You
 
It can only be you…
 
So slim...so strong...
For you my love, my lonely heart longs
So rich...so smooth...
I’m dying for your roots
So good...so potent...
I’m high like the sky and down like the ocean
 
So developed...well managed...
A session with you, I’d like to engage
It seems kinda strange that i need you each hour
But each touch of your body, gives my soul some power
 
Sometimes when I look at you, I see purple like haze
And when I indulge in your presence, I feel better days
 
I’m alone in this, so....I need you in the palm of my hand
I’m never letting go... I’m in favor of your scent
I love you all the way, when you on my lips
You get me higher than this, let my soul uplift
 
If you haven't figured out yet, I’m talking about you my solified green spliff
So I will fly in the mist and indulge in your bliss>>>
 
Jody Britoe
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Life Is A Beautiful Struggle
 
So many give in
So they end up stumbling
And although life is hard
I possess so much pride,
Like a lion in his jungle.
 
My pockets don't jingle
But I’m rich
Cause with so many characters
I ought to mingle
 
As my 2 souls fight inside
I’m trying to keep my dream alive
To stay focused on what precise
And discard the evil side
 
Conditions do change
I’m writing my life on every blank page
So think positive and grounded you'll stay
Some roads are rough
But there's always a better way
 
Life is wonderful, life is beautiful
What you sow you reap,
Now that is truth
So plant good seeds
And reap good fruits.
 
Jody Britoe
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Lord I Pray
 
Oh lord, hear my cry
Feel my pain
From a tearful eye
Assist me in all tasks which i tackle
Help me fight all battles
Let evil not penetrate in my thoughts
Let my words be of wisdom
Be my shield to thy swords
Lead me to thy kingdom
Let me see the reality of my dreams
And help me understand
Life is not always what it seems
Help me dream,
If it’s the last thing you do
Let me breathe
Let me find the need not to take
But give!
If I could find love
I’d be a better man
And that is a gift
Which I know you understand
I know life is been
Everything that you planned
Help me understand
My rises and falls
And lead me not into temptation
Of the evil that crawls
For me, reserve a place in thy kingdom
And deliver me from thy evil
Amen
And Amen again
 
Jody Britoe
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Lord Is You There?
 
I hope i do not doubt
I got a headache...which is pounding
I mean... I'm doing so much thinking
I feel trapped, though my mind keeps wondering
 
I’m knocking but no one seems to open
And every knock I action, I’m losing hope...and
Sometimes…I feel like giving up
But I can't let the devil win his part
 
So many enemies are on my back,
Exonerate them...in me they seeing what they lack.
And Lord I don't know why I feel like this,
But I’m searching reasons just to live,
 
I got a girl...that got me feeling really confident
And I swear... I'm trying not to break this covenant
And if love avails itself, keep us strong,
Cause divided we can stumble
But together we can't fall.
 
Lord I hope you there...
 
I’m trying to fight the night,
To see the day that all goes right,
Although it feels in distance of my grasp,
I hope success upon my task
But Lord is you there?
This much is all I ask.
 
Jody Britoe
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Lord Knows
 
Lord knows through affection we grow,
Wasn’t it said, 'What we reap, we sow? ''
I just thought I should mention...that girl you a blessing,
And each time we kiss, it feels like we messaging,
Sending my love to your heart, like we texting!
Lord knows alone that this girl is a blessing
 
She don't understand why I look at her,
The way I do
Like a bride on the altar,
Got me saying I do
And I just love how she stares,
When I say I’m through...
Her mind wonders, what's next,
I’m ‘bout to do
 
I’m ‘bout to...get down to the dirty,
Like we cleaning up
Her body stainless,
Like she just from a bleach wash
She gives emphasis to the word beautiful,
I ain't lying; lord knows alone what I’m doing...
 
Lord got his own reasons for making you
Maybe for me, maybe I just made for you
Each word that I script is a part of me,
And you girl are a part of my anthology,
Lord knows alone how much you just mean to me,
 
Meaningful, no doubt...they don't know what we about
Like jeans with the timbs, our style never runs out!
We never dying out, we only pass out
We gotta catch our breath, after our work out...
Lord knows alone me love her no doubt!
 
Jody Britoe
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Midnight Love Affair Part 1
 
I’m creep to ya bedroom round about noon,
Give it to you so good your body I consume,
Bring on the cuffs, pour out the liquor,
ain't nobody does it better than this figure,
Just the way I like it, lingerie so pink
Body flow so smooth, so i give it so good!
Wrapped in the covers touching each other,
Lips so attached, I’m your midnight lover.
HOLD ON tightly, never let go girl,
My grip so mighty, smooth like a pearl.
This midnight affair girl be so good,
I want your body for this midnight blues.
It’s a dark operation, with satisfaction,
Make love so good without an option.
This aint wrong, cause it feels so right,
JAY on ya body for this midnight flight
 
Jody Britoe
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Midnight Love Affair Part 2
 
Round about 2 and we still on the clock,
JD so hot, your boy so not! ! !
Call on me girl, I be there in a second,
Make love to you like I’m dying in a minute,
You crying in a minute, me flying in a minute,
Me high in a minute, We one in a minute! ! !
You all that I need, you all that I breathe,
You whisper in my ear, so that’s all that i be.
Your gangster, your thug, the one that you love
Let’s fly up above!
Fly in the mist...
If you got to go, you'll be all that I miss.
My midnight love, OH yes it’s a must! ! !
One touch of your body and it feels like a rush
We up and about, my tongue in your mouth,
You all that I need, out of all in the south,
MY MIDNIGHT LOVE, that’s what we about!
 
Jody Britoe
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More Reason
 
Her scent is of roses...sweet like wine
Down my throat I taste her,
Matured with time,
 
Her mind is of worth, yet priceless in standard
When one’s heartbroken,
No doubt she can mend it
 
Yes she is magic…she’s the supernatural
Beyond every thought,
That you think is improbable
 
Her walk is of elegance… no one can quite match this
She puts a spark to my heart,
Like the strike of a match stick
 
From the way that she holds me…to the way we connect
She makes me feel like,
We can never disconnect
 
Addicted to her presence…she is what is relevant
Worthy of her elegance,
None is more equivalent!
 
She gives me more reason… for breathing
More reason for dreaming…
You know what I mean…she really gives my life meaning
 
Jody Britoe
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My Dream Lives
 
Lord, let me live my dreams
I swear lord this is all I think
I want the money, if it’s all I see
I want success if that means I breathe
 
Writing scripts, just to make my bit
Life seems like a darkened pit,
I need light, I need you,
I only got one fight
 
If I can’t live my dreams,
Let me dream on lord.
Knock on the doors of heaven,
Hope my sins are forgiven,
If I don’t make it in,
Let me keep on dreaming,
 
Jody Britoe
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My Focus On Success
 
To be successful that's my aim
Ever since my birth
This dream has never changed
I’m blinded by its worth
I see its course is victory
And you got to work
To get to see
The profits of its destiny
So I try to keep my world complete
And love the ones that’s dear to me
And that’s success
When one is blessed
With love and all that that God requests
To know my course
Not work on fate
To see me rise above my flaws,
Can’t wait to see, I walk by faith
To live life right
I’m trying so hard
To see the light
Rebuke the dark
My focus on success
Is merely but a spark!
 
Jody Britoe
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My Rehab Dad(For Peter Pugh)
 
When I stumbled,
You held my hand
When filled with confusion
You helped me understand
And now it all makes sense... That,
We blend so perfectly
When we together in Gods' hands
 
Your every talk, always inspirational
One could keep listening
Like good music filled with just the right instrumentals
 
I thank the Lord I've met you,
So much I've learned at Westview
The most effective came from you
'They don't know it! ' But I do
 
You've touched my heary where nobody has
I can't just be your friend
That's just not enough.
But... Your brother till the end.
 
Jody Britoe
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No Word I Lie
 
Glanced to my right...
Beautiful diamond discarding my sight
Baby...You brighter than a star in the night sky emphasized
We fitted...You the perfect size.
I swear I figured in your eyes, you a blessing in disguise
Like a kid at Christmas time, what a surprise!
Tick tock...you always running in my mind
Ooh girl no wonder how you got that fit thighs,
The description of beauty, that's what you truly describe
And every step you take, girl I feel your vibe
 
See you are God's work justified
And every time we kiss I hear the heavens cry
Every time our lips massage, you got me feeling like a different guy
What they say? My heavens here it can't be high
My motivation... Yes you give me that leap so I can fly
And just like truth... Your styles a must believe...
No word I lie.
 
Jody Britoe
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Nothing Else Matters
 
See girl, nothing else matter if I don’t got you
Not the cars, not the money, not the gangster’s too
You the punch to my lines of my 16 bars,
You that feel on my chest, when I dun no what’s love
 
Nothing else matters, I need you like tomorrow
Need you similar to comfort my sorrow
Hold your hand when you need that connection
Cuddling your body, when your need that affection
Neglect you, never! You always my selection
I wanna love you with deep penetration
 
Nothing else matters, you matter most
You the petals to my rose,
The thorns gotta go, you the one I chose
They all gotta know!
 
Nothing else matters, you on my brain,
24/7, it can never change,
Loving another girl, has never been the same,
You the one that matters and that’s never gon’ change
 
Jody Britoe
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O2 For You
 
Your styles up-to-the-minute, you all I speak
For you I live, my air I breathe...
Breath-taking indeed, the one I need
Once touch of your body, I feel at ease
No reason to love, another but you
My sunshine my rain, my mist, my dew
My love, my pain, so special is you
For girls like you, are scarce and few
I’m living my life, breathing for you,
Nobody can match the feeling you give.
Its real, it’s true, in you I believe
Just open your heart, my love you'll receive
My queen, my angel, I’ll never deceive
Your mind, I’ll spin, your heart, I’ll cherish.
Love you till death, may love never perish
 
Always deep in thought, when you on my mind,
The scene of your smile, kind of like the sunshine
You brighten my days, when my nights seem dark,
To God we do pray, may our souls never part?
Hope this right here, a good way to start
Leonise my darling, the one that I love
 
Jody Britoe
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Opened Eyes
 
Shinning down on me, blessings in abundance
Shinning so brightly, my God is my deliverance
Nothing more equivalent, my life is like a testament,
Never knew I’m relevant, now I see the evidence
 
Darkness is passing, now my light shines eternally,
And yes we can break free, from all of our misery
 
I feel liberated; I feel I can love again!
I used to presume that love only causes pain.
So many thoughts manifest in my intelligence
As I convey my message, hope ears open to acceptance.
 
Thank God, I’ve reincarnated, I’ve risen from my knees
The devil knocked me down but now I feel at ease
One feels like he is losing, when he is gaining none
Thank God for my revival, now looks what I’ve become
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Poetic Ambitions
 
My hearts on a rage, my minds on a blaze
My souls in a cage, with my hands on the page
Writing like Shakespeare, scripting out novels
My work is continued, they effective like commas
Corners of poetry, acknowledge my identity
I just really wish that my work can sell globally
 
Too many eyes watching, waiting for my failures
Everybody watching like they sitting in the cinemas
When something works out, nobody says anything
But when something goes wrong, everybody says something
 
Don’t got a fifty pence piece, so my work is unnoticed
They say I need stacks so my work can be published
But what you don’t know is my mind is well nourished,
Money’s not stopping me, I’ll never be discouraged
 
Hope my heart bleeds, as I script with emotion,
Got arthritis, the way I draft with devotion
As these drops fall my from head like a magical potion
Hope my tears and sweat have a sought of relation
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Right My Wrongs
 
I couldn't bear the pain
Although there's none to blame
I know that change is evident
Life’s changing everyday
 
Been blinded by the covers of evil
But in its’ acting
I realized... life is a beautiful struggle
Thank God for my revival
 
So don't be fooled by the crew
Drugs is not cool,
For Drugs will do you
 
As the past lingers in my every thought
So much was meant to gain
Yet so much a man has lost
But my tears are no more
For there’s change for my faults
 
There’s a need to right my wrongs
For greatness
Can never be prolonged
As everyday my heart gets strong
I find more reason
To breathe and carry on
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Still I Rise
 
Still I rise like a phoenix
They try... But still they cannot beat this
Yes I do this...
This not practice, its perfection
But still like MJ I be fighting with my own reflection
Still fighting with these demons
But still I keep my head up like I've reached the heavens
 
Love, I cannot feel it, my heart was tempered with
Been beaten to the curve, but still I keep my drift
 
Starving for success... With every breath I feel its closer
Truth is... Only patience makes a great successor
 
See... It don't matter if you hate me,
I'm 10 steps ahead of where you is
 
My words spreading on this page like a disease
Never quitting...until the day I do decease
 
So hot... I'd be the fire in a flame,
What you on?
I go off like grenades,
 
Real achievers don't accept any fail
Yes I'm walking over you, that's if you get in my way
Although for every loss there is always a gain
So for every time I fall, I'll be rising again.
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The Butterfly
 
Floating above the forces of nature,
Standards immeasurable...
Its beauty is captured.
 
Flying free like it's magnificence...
Its beauty to one’s eyes is acceptance
Peace, tranquility is what it portrays.
 
Similar to the sky, it’s beyond your grasp
If you were a butterfly, would you float to the stars?
 
The question remains, how far you will go?
As your colors light up the dark of one’s soul
 
Do you feel free?
To float with your being
Cause there’s always someone
Trying to clamp up my wings
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The Thought About You
 
I am subordinate to all you ask
How my eyes ponder every time you pass
I can’t resist this urge I’m facing
To the touch of your body, my soul's engaging
 
My eyes blood shot! I’m burning with fire
My heart's on heat, you its only desire
I never said this before, no girl ever HEARD! ! !
I never had this before, no guy ever felt! ! !
 
If your heart was an ocean.... in emotion I’m drowning
And if your heart was a palace... on the top i am sitting
 
So many woman have passed my way
I can't let you pass, I need you each day!
Can’t really express, my feelings in depth
They evoked in my dreams, last night as i slept
 
Now...you, stuck in mind, there's no turning back
You and I on this journey... just hold my hand
And please understand I love you till death.
No one alive can separate our path
We bound by love, till death do us part! ! !
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This Beauty Striking Different Streaks!
 
This beauty striking different streaks
She’s got the strength to get me weak
I hold back words I ought to speak
From one quick peek, she makes mouths leak.
She’s full of it, the way she moves in every step
ELEGANT indeed!
Enough to take away my breath
The way her tongue glides
Across her smooth, soft lips
Like a addict on some drug tip
I long for every kiss...
Yes! She brings me to my knees
She’s the one I’ve been praying for,
That is my confession
And since my prayers are answered
I see her as a blessing
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Time Goes By
 
Girl you..my dream,
i promise i'll love you in this life we living
we giving..we taking, we making and we breaking,
i ain't forsaking, your eyes breathtaking,
down south? so amazing.
 
and as time goes by, our love remains
i promise you girl, it's gon' be you and jay
 
your passion...your dream,
so fresh...your king
so between you and me is the L-O-V-E
 
now, dont fear when i'm here
don't you cry, don't you weep,
don't worry i'll be there
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Today I Smile
 
Today I see no reason for crying
Even though i feel like a skater
On a thin ice line
I’m keep my head up
And continue to smile
 
Because this morning i awoke with happiness inside
Feels good to still breathe
Thank god I’m alive
Today I smile...
Cause even though i receive minimal
With love I’m not deprived
 
And i can smile
Cause sometimes love causes you pain
But that what keeps us sane
It’s the balance to this game
 
I’M SMILING
With no reason to complain
For I just realized
It increases the pain
So if I smile
Things will change
 
So I’m wiping my eyes
Just for today
If it’s the last thing I do
I’m going to smile
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Trying To Keep Focus
 
I’m trying to keep focus but sometimes the world gets your mind tainted
Hope I never lost it, deep in my mind, I know this vision is painted.
The drops that fall from my head...anointed!
Still trying really hard to keep ends connected,
I hope I find the connection and keep it knotted
Because when something goes wrong, your identities spotted
Lord knows alone I love my girl with passion
Will die for my mama to the world I’m confessing
 
My thoughts manifest in a way improbable
Will I ever make it? They say I’m incapable
And still I look on the bright side and question what’s light,
Still looking at saints and marvel what’s right.
 
Cause the world is a dead end, if you don’t know where you heading
My wounds do heal but I keep on bleeding…
I need some mending, hope I find understanding
There has to be an outcome to life and it’s bruising
 
Lord I need restoration, why does it feel like I had been forsaken?
Too many wrong do’s, can my sins be forgiven?
 
Life is a game; you better play it with a dribble!
And if you lose focus, with your score they will fiddle
Never lose sight of the light
Even if it’s too bright
You have to stay focused if you want to see the light
And even if you go blind, I swear to God you will see again
Cause for every grey cloud there’s a silver lining in the end
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When It's Bitter Cold
 
When it’s bitter cold
You the one I long to hold
Wrap you tightly in my arms
And let our love unfold
 
I’m sweaty in palms
Your voice is like a psalm
Angelic to my throne
You nothing like the usual,
Girl you possess your own.
 
No red light is a barrier
We kiss until they stare
I think we got that chemistry,
Your lips is like a remedy.
 
Oh girl it really scares me
To know we've reached our destiny
What’s good about it all...?
You finally came along.
 
And stop me if I’m wrong
But I think our bond is strong
And if we not meant to be
Then writing is not for me.
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When My World Has Fallen
 
When my world has fallen
 
Remember the sound that travelled every ear
The warm embrace of every winter’s year
Every dropp that fell from the eyes of vision
And every thought that manifested in the mind of illusion
 
When my world has fallen...Remember this...
 
I was not ignorant to the world of stupidity
I was subtle to success, to embark on opportunity
So many think that my life is a breeze
But it a high tide zone, that I handle with ease
 
I live life high, I’m above all feet
Bury me in the sky, so the world can see
 
A soldier at birth, to a general’s death
One last minute, one last breath
One last step, if it all I got left...
 
Let me...step to my girl and give her my best
Let me...hear mama's heart beat pump through her chest
Let me...for one last time, trade with my enemies
Love to hate, for this wish is within me
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Why Do I Cry?
 
I feel alone many times
Even at home…
I feel like crying.
Sometimes I wish it can end
The gloom, the pain,
Has become my best friend
 
Sometimes I wonder
What life has to offer?
I swear I feel like giving in
And becoming a failure
But success is near,
It is in me
And even though the devil breaks me
I know he doesn’t make me
 
But still I cry
You wonder why,
You say I’m weak?
Because the words I speak is deep?
Because the pain I feel is real?
I’m looking for a better deal
Do we really live life?
Or does life actually kill?
 
With no time on my hands
Can I make it if I try?
I swear I got no friends
I see my hands on time
 
I still cry…
But my tears gone dry
As I lay down my head
I hope not to die…
 
But these tears…
They make me strong
Why do I cry?
Cause I’m searching for better!
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That’s where I belong
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